HOW TO THROW A HARVEST PARTY
An annual celebration of Virginia wine & food

STEP 1
PICK A PLACE
Harvest parties will be thrown across the Commonwealth on the third Saturday in October. Wherever you find yourself, it is the perfect time to celebrate Virginia’s bounty with a feast of Virginia-grown wine and food.

STEP 2
GATHER YOUR FRIENDS
Come together with your friends to toast the richness of our region and to make your own traditions. Whether it’s a virtual toast or a safe gathering, make your celebrations the focal point.

STEP 3
SELECT VIRGINIA WINE
Visit virginiawine.org to discover local retailers, pick up your favorite bottles from local wineries, or get Virginia Wine shipped straight to your door.

STEP 4
PLAN YOUR FEAST
Design a menu of Virginia-grown foods to pair with selected wines. For pairing inspirations head to virginiawinemonth.org

STEP 5
CELEBRATE
Liven up your harvest party with local decor and themed table settings. Find a Virginia playlist. Make your harvest party unique with your favorite tributes to Virginia.

STEP 6
TOAST TO VIRGINIA
Finally, raise a glass to the bounty of Virginia. Document and share your harvest party with hashtags: #vawine #harvestpartyva #vawinemonth.